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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM DEFINED 

Because of the widespread use of simplified analytical 

procedures in the design of space frames, such as offshore 

drilling platforms, there exists a basic need for a detailed 

study of the secondary stresses in such structures to serve 

as a yardstick for interpreting the results of current prac¬ 

tice and as a glide for future design developments. The 

purpose of this study was to investigate the available pro¬ 

cedures for the analysis of rigid pointed space frames, to 

select and use the one best suited for engineering purposesa 

and to compare the results so obtained with those obtained 

using more commonly employed techniques* The benefits to 

be derived from such an investigation would be twofold: 

first, to have a procedure available for determining the 

actual stresses in a space frame, and second, to gain some 

insight into the relative merits of analyses based on a 

more simplified structure. 

Quite commonly, the first step in the analysis of such 

a complex structure is to make certain simplifying assump¬ 

tions which will render the structure more susceptible to 

analysis., The most commonly employed assumption is that1 

the structure is made up of a series, of plane frames which 

are connected by members at right angles to the plane of 
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the frame. This concept is sometimes extended to envision, 

a structure composed of two series of plane frames at right 

angles to each other in which the vertical.members are 

generally common to two frames. This procedure is often 

used in the analysis of multi-storied buildings which have 

reinforced concrete frames. Thus it. can be seen that al¬ 

though all structures are actually space frames, i.e., 

three dimensional, very few are actually designed or.ana- 

.lyzed as such. 

Another commonly employed simplification is to assume 

that the joints of a frame are unable to resist moment, 

i.e., are pinned. This generally reduces the structure to 

a series of two-force members in which the axial stress 

the only stress in such a..member, is readily determined. 

In order to evaluate the results of. ..an -.analysis based 

on the above described assumptions, it might be well to 

consider the errors introduced by their use. In assuming 

that a structure is primarily a plane frame., the additional 

stiffness afforded a joint by members which are.not in the 

plane of the frame is neglected. The degree of error intro¬ 

duced by neglecting this additional stiffness is dependent 

upon the physical characteristics of the omitted members, 

their relation in space to the plane frame, the method used 

to join them to the frame and the geometry of the member 

itself. To illustrate, consider a member which has the 

capability of resisting moment but has little resistance 

to torsion rigidly connected to a joint of the plane frame 
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and perpendicular to the plane. As the joint tends to ro¬ 

tate about an axis parallel to the member under considera¬ 

tion, the main function of this member would be to resist 

torsion, and its neglect might be of little consequence. 

However, if the member were rotated to a new position 

oblique to the plane, its function would be to resist both 

torsion and moment, and to neglect its contribution to the 

joint stiffness may be a serious error. It is obvious from 

the foregoing that the method of connection is of paramount 

importance, a connection made with a clip angle is usually 

capable of transmitting little moment or torsion and the 

contribution of members so joined to resist rotation would 

be relatively small. 

The results of an analysis in which the joints were 

assumed to be pinned can be refined by superposition of 

secondary stresses on the axial stresses previously deter¬ 

mined. Properly done, this procedure will yield results 

which are essentially correct; however, the secondary 

stresses are often approximated because of the difficulty of 

computing them exactly. One of the most significant things 

about such approximations is that the designer often.does not 

know the degree of error introduced by such an approximation. 

Recent development of offshore oil fields, has resulted 

in the design and construction of a large number of platforms 

capable of supporting oil drilling operations in deep water. 

One of the most commonly used structures for this purpose 

Is the so-called template platform. This paper has been 
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primarily concerned with, the analysis of one leg.of such a 

structure subjected to lateral loads of the type imposed 

by wave forces; 

Because of the physical characteristics of a template 

type platform, it would seem that if it were analyzed on 

the basis of a simplified structure the errors introduced 

would be relatively large. The joints are rigidly welded 

together, so much so that it would be realistic to.assume 

that the angles between members would remain constant as 

the joint was rotated. Individual members are fabricated 

from steel pipe, a section which is efficient in resisting 

both moment and torsioni Also, the loads are notapplied 

to the joints but rather to the members throughout their 

length. This type of loading..invalidates the assumption of 
i ' 

two-force members and induces bending moment and-torsional 

shear., as well as axial stresses, in the members. 

One problem, then, was to develop an engineering pro¬ 

cedure which deals with such a structure as it actually 

exists, a space frame iirith rigid joints. The method used 

in this study is general in its application, gives reliable 

results and is usaable for engineering purposes. 

Another problem undertaken by this study was to actu¬ 

ally accomplish:a numerical analysis of a particular apace 

frame with lateral loading. Although the boundary condi¬ 

tions assumed do not correspond exactly to a typical off¬ 

shore problem, and the loading, though realistic, is not 

complete; the solution obtained increases substantially our 
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knowledge of the behavior of the structure and the actual 

stresses Imposed* 
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CHAPTER II 

INVESTIGATION OF AVAILABLE METHOE6 OF ANALYSIS 

Since its introduction by Hardy Cross'^ in 1932, the mo¬ 

ment distribution method of structural analysis has gained 

widespread acceptance and has become one of the most power¬ 

ful tools of the structural engiheer. This acceptance can 

be attributed to the accurate answers which the method gives 

with relative ease, as well as its ability to give the de¬ 

signer some "feel" for his problem. 

In a paper^published in 1954-, James Michalos presented 

a method for analyzing a rigid jointed space frame by moment 

distribution. Because structural engineers are generally 

familiar with moment distribution, ths problem'to be studied 

herein was first approached with the thought of using the 

Michalos method. 

Although there is no doubt that the method can be used, 

its application is limited in this case. The method does 

not take direct account of deflections caused by axial 

strains and, for this type structure., the entire lateral 

movement results from changes in length of individual mem¬ 

bers, sidesway being prevented by the framing employed. 

Moment distribution, and the Michalos variation, can be 

used to determine secondary stresses, but to do so would 

result in a solution so cumbersome as to be impractical. 

Because of the desire to find a method of analysis which 
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could take account of all the effects directly, moment dis¬ 

tribution was not considered further. 

Another well known method of structural analysis is 
■3 

slope-deflection , a method which was widely used before 

the introduction of moment distribution. The method is 

still frequently used in the solution of secondary stresses 

in plane articulated structures. This study has indicated 

that by extension to the third dimension, the .slope-deflec¬ 

tion method is a convenient and practical method of analysis 

for rigid jointed space frames. 

The slope-deflection method is one which relates the 

moment at one end of a member to the rotation of its two 

ends and the relative translation of the two ends. For ar 

loaded member., this results essentially in determining. cor¬ 

rections for the fixed end moments due to joint rotations 

and translation. In determining the secondary stresses in 

an .articulated plane frame, it is customary to determine 

the joint translations caused by eJLastic deformations by 

use of the Williot diagram assuming the axial loads to be 

those of a pin jointed frame.. Since this approximation 

gives results which are very close to being correct, it was 

felt that this same procedure could be used in a space 

frame. By using the joint translations so determined in 

conjunction with moments and rotations about three orthogo¬ 

nal axes., instead of just one as is generally done, the 

slope-deflection method can be applied to space frames, and 

such a procedure would take into account the primary and 
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secondary stresses' irr one operation. The only" question 

which remained unanswered about this procedure concerned its 

practicality. 

The most serious drawback to the slope-deflection 

method, and one of the reasons that its use has been limited, 

is the large number of simultaneous equations which must be 

solved in conjunction with its use. If the joint transla¬ 

tions are not known, there are three unknowns for each mem¬ 

ber of a plane frame and, consequently, three simultaneous 

equations per member. Obviously, a frame composed of only 

a.small number of members would tax an analyst with only a 

desk calculator, and a structure of the size to be investi¬ 

gated in this study would be an unrealistic task for such 

an analyst. However, simultaneous equations of the type 

which result from the slope-deflection relations for ordi¬ 

nary structures are quite rapidly solved by an electronic 

computer. Since there was a Royal McBee LOP 30 computer 

available at the Rice Institute, the modified slope-deflec¬ 

tion approach seemed completely feasible. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF A SPACE FRAME 

THe procedure which is recommended for the analysis of 

a rigid jointed space frame will be demonstrated"by a numeri 

cal example. The steps involved in this procedure .can be 

briefly described as follows: 

1. Compute the simple beam reactions of all loaded 

.members. 

2. Calculate the axial load in each member assuming 

that the structure is pin jointed and loaded at the joints 

with the previously determined simple beam reactions. 

3* Calculate the elastic deformation of each member 

caused by the axial force and determine by use of a Williot 

diagram the relative- deflections of the ends of the members. 

4. Compute the fixed-end moments for each .end of all 

loaded members. 

5. Write equations of the slope-deflection type for 

moments acting about three orthogonal axes at each end of 

all members. In each case, the axes are so chosen that one 

axis will correspond to the longitudinal.axis of the member 

and one of the other .-two will be horizontal. 

6.. In order to refer all moment components to the 

same set of axes, rewrite the equations for those components 

not previously referred to the x, y or z axis,•resolving 

them into components acting about these axes. 
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7• Relate the joint rotations contained in the slope- 

deflection equations toy algebraic- summation of the moments 

acting about each axis. Equilibrium conditions require that 

these summations equal zero. 

8. Solve the resulting simultaneous equations to obtain 

the x, y and z components of all Joint rotations. 

9. Calculate the moment components at each end of all 

members by substituting the rotation components back into 

the original slope-deflection equations. 

10. Determine the actual reactions of each member, 

taking into account the previously determined end moments. 

11. Compute the axial force in each member of the 

frame using joint loads determined in Step 10. 

12. Calculate the interior moments of all externally 

loaded members, thereby determining the largest moment 

acting on all members. 

Before proceeding with the numerical example, the sign 

convention which was used will be established. A moment 

which tends to rotate a joint in a clockwise direction, when 

viewed from the positive end of the reference axis about 

which the moment is acting, was considered to be positive. 

A positive moment component acting on a joint can be repre¬ 

sented by a vector acting in the negative sense along a co¬ 

ordinate axis. The corresponding moment acting on members 

framing into the joint can be represented by a vector acting 

in a positive 3ense. The same convention was used for rota¬ 

tions. 

10 



The space frame which was- assumed for the purposes of 

this study is shewn in Figure 1. This- structure was -intended 

to represent one leg of a template type drilling'platform' 

with fixed-bases. Individual members- were assumed to have 

been fabricated from steel pipe and to have the physical 

characteristics shown in Table I. The steel from which the 

TABLE I - PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MEMBERS. 

Member Diameter Thickness' Area Moment of 

(in.) (in.) (in2) 
Inertia 

Verticals below level 
of Joint. B 

30 1/2 46.30 5040.0 

Verticals between 
levels of Joints B & D 16 1/2 24.35 732.0 

Other verticals 14 1/2 21.21 484.0 

All other members 8 1/2 12.76 -  105.7 

pipe was manufactured was assumed to be ..carbon, steel with a 

modulus;.of elasticity, E, of 30,000 ks i and a modulus of 

elasticity in torsion, G-, of 12,000 ksi. 

The reference axes, designated the x, y and. z.axes, are 

also shown in Figure 1, as well as the auxiliary axes s, t, 

u and v. As stated earlier, each of the auxiliary axes W&B 

assumed to be parallel to one of the diagonalmembers of the 

space frame. 

For purposes of this example, the structure was assumed 

to be acted upon by a lateral force of the type exerted by 

11 
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a-hurricane-driven-wave. The assumed load, shovm in Figure 

2, represents the force exerted upon a circular cylinder per 

foot of diameter by a forty foot wave in sixty feet of water, 

and for simplicity, is represented by a series of straight 

line segments rather than by a smooth curve. It was assumed 

that the same unit load was acting on all exposed.members in 

the same relative positioni For example, all members between 

zero and twenty feet above the bases were acted upon by a 

uniformly distributed load of 105'pounds per foot of length, 

per foot of diameter. This assumption is equivalent to say¬ 

ing that the crest of the wave was •: midway between the .plane 

AFG’L’ and the plane LGF'A1, and that the force pattern was 

symmetrical about the crest. 

In order to determine the axial forces in the indivi¬ 

dual .members, it was assumed that each loaded member, behaved 

as if it were simply supported at the .frame .joints. The re¬ 

sulting simple beam reactions represented the. contribution 

of each member to the total joint load. 

Each loaded member was taken as a free-body from, which 

the simple beam reactions were calculated using the princi¬ 

ples of statics. The results are shown in Figure 3 where 

these reactions are indicated.acting on the joints of -the 

frame. The resulting axial stresses., . which were also cal¬ 

culated using well-known.principles of statics, are shown 

in Figure 4-. 

The elastic deformation of the individual members re¬ 

sulting "from the axial loads thus determined were ..calculated 

13 
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using the well-known expression: 

d _ PL 
AE 

where d = elastic deformation in inches 

L = length in inches 

P = force in kips 

A'= cross-sectional area in square inches 

E = modulus of elasticity in kips per square 

inch 

The results are shown in column 6 of Tables II and III. 

The translation of each joint was determined from the 

deformations previously calculated by use of a Williot dia¬ 

gram. The diagram used to determine the joint deflections 

of. the AFG-L face of the space frame is shown in Figure 5 and 

the results are recorded in column 7 of Table II. A similar 

Williot diagram was constructed for the A’G'F’L* face* and 

the results recorded in column 7 of Table III. It will, be 

seen later that the., actual axial forces do not differ great¬ 

ly, from those determined fbrr.a pin jointed frame ..and con¬ 

sequently the joint translations calculated here are taken 

to be the actual deflections. New deflections could be .cal- 

.culated and the problem worked.a second or third time if a 

closer approximation were desired. 

The last step before writing the slope-deflection equa¬ 

tions was to determine the fixed end moments at each end of 

all loaded members. The well-known relationships which ..were 

used , to calculate the fixed-^end moments of members loaded 

throughout their entire length are shown in the following 
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TABLE II - RELATIVE TRANSLATION OF MEMBER ENDS 

Member Length 

(in.) 

Area 

(sq.in.) 

Stress 

(kips) 

Unit 
Stress 
(ksi) 

Strain 

(in.) 

Trans¬ 
lation 

(in.) 

AB 240.00 
V. 

46.30 228.534 4.936 0.03948 0.173 

BC 240.00 24.35 153.317 6.296 0.05037 0.270 

BK 240.00 12.76 68.666 5.381 0.04305 0.066 

BL 339.36 12.76 -106.356 -8.335 -0.09429 0.150 

CD 240.00 24.35 91.186 3.745 0.02996 0.300 

CJ 240.00 12.76 55.850 4.377 0.03502 0.147 

CK 339.36 12.76 -87.853 -6.885 -0.07788 0.242 

DE 240.00 21.21 41.563 1.960 0.01568 0.292 

DI 240.00 12.76 41.343 3.240 0.02592 0.190 

DJ 339.36 12.76 70.167 -5.499 -0.06220 0.312 

EF 240.00 21.21 8.373 0.395 0.00316 0.245 

EH 240.00 12.76 20.669 1.620 0.01296 0.211 

El 339.36 12.76 -46.931 -3.678 -0.04161 0.333 

FG 240.00 12.76 4.481 0.351 0.00281 0.214 

FH 339.36 12.76 -11.839 -0.928 -0.01050 0.313 

GH 240.00 21.21 0 0 0 0.231 

HI 240.00 21.21 -8.373 -0.395 -0.00316 0.278 

IJ 240.00 24.35 -41.563 -1.707 -0.01366 0.281 

JK 240.00 24.35 -91.186 -3.745 -0.02996 0.262 

KL 240.00 46.30 -153.317 -3.311 -0.02649 0.217 
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TABLE III - RELATIVE TRANSLATION OF MEMBER ENDS 

Member Length 

(in.) 

Area 

(sq.in.) 

Stress 

(kips) 

Unit 
Stress 
(ksi) 

Strain 

(in.) 

Trans¬ 
lation 
(in.) 

A'B» 240.00 46.30 -228.534 -4.936 -0.03948 0.173 

B’C’ 240.00 24.35 -153.317 -6.296 -0.05037 0.270 

B'K' 240.00 12.76 -68.666 -5.381 -0.04305 0.066 

B'L* 339.36 12.76 106.356 8.335 0.09429 0.150 

C'D’ 240.00 24.35 -91.186 -3.745 -0.02996 0.300 

C'J» 240.00 12.76 -55.850 -4.377 -0.03502 0.147 

C’K» 339.36 12.76 87.853 6.885 0.07788 0.242 

D'E' 240.00 21.21 -41.563 -1.960 -0.01568 0.292 

D‘I' 240.00 12.76 -41.343 -3.240 -0.02592 0.190 

D’J' 339.36 12.76 -70.167 5.499 0.06220 0.312 

E ’F ’ 240.00 21.21 -8.383 -0.395 -0.00316 0.245 

E»H* 240.00 12.76 -20.669 -1.620 -0.01296 0.211 

E'l' 339.36 12.76 46.931 3.678 i 0.04161 0.333 

F'G* 240.00 12.76 -4.481 -0.351 0.00281 0.214 

F‘H* 339.36 12.76 11.839 0.928 «0.01050 0.313 

G'H' 240.00 21.21 0 0 0 0.231 

H‘I‘ 240.00 21.21 8.383 0.395 0.00316 0.278 

I»J» 240.00 24.35 41.563 1.707 0.01366 0.281 

J»K» 240.00 24.35 91.186 3.745 0.02996 0.262 

K»L» 240.00 46.30 153.317 3.311 0.02649 0.217 
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sketch 

For members in the top story of.the structure which were 

loaded only over a portion of their length, the fixed-end 

moments were calculated by using Maxwell*s General Method."^ 

In this case, the method consists of determining the end 

slope' the member would have-if it were simply’ supported, 

determining the end slope caused by unit moments at each 

end of the otherwise unloaded member, and then calculating 

the magnitude of the moments necessary to restore the origi¬ 

nal boundary conditions, i.e., an end slope of zero. 

The actual computations were-, made using a procedure 

developed by N. M. Newmark5 and published in 194-3. An exam- 

.ple of the calculations necessary to determine.the end slopes 

.is shown in Figure 6. The fixed-end moments were found by 

solving the following simultaneous equations. 

23.756 x 170lh3 8Mah 4-Mbh = 0 
72E1 ”5EI ”5EI 

22.702 x 170lh3 r 4-Mah . 8Mbh - 0 
72EJ Hi “5EI 

. ”k These equations are satisfied by the values Ma=175*84 and 

Mb= 153. ^3" 
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Fixed-end moments are shown in Table IV. Although the 

fixed-end moments for every member are not given, every 

unique moment is given. It can readily be seen that the 

fixed-end moments for members KL, A'B' and K’L’ are identi¬ 

cal to the values listed for member AB. This same reasoning 

has been applied to other members 

It can be seen from Figure 6 that this procedure can 

also be-used to determine simple beam reactions. If a more 

complex loading had been assumed, this procedure would be 

the recommended method for determining both the simple beam 

reactions .and the fixed-end moments. 

The slope-deflection equations at each -end of all mem- 

.bers may now be written. The generalized slope=defle.otion 

equation for bending about an axis which is 90° to the axis 

of the member has the form: 

M„=Fn- 4EI8n - 2EI0f +. 6EIA 
L L L 

where Mn = moment at the .near end (the ..end .being 

considered) 

Fn = fixed-end moment at .near end 

©n = rotation in radians of near end about 

axis under consideration 

0f = rotation in radians of far end 

A - translation of far end with respect to 

near end 

E ==• modulus of elasticity 

I = moment of Inertia 

L = length of member 

23 



TABLE IV - FIXED-END MOMENTS IN KIP-INCHES 

Member End Axis Moment 

AE A z 105.00 

B z -105.GO- 

AK» A V 55.98 

K’ V -55.98 

BC B z 59.84 

C z -61.76 

BJ« B V 59.84 

J> V -61.76 

BK’ B y +28.00 

K» y -28.00 

BL B z -28.00 

L z 28.00 

CD C z 74.56 

D z -79.04 

Cl’ C V 74.56 

I’ V -79.04 

CJ' C y 32.80 

J* y -32.80 

CK c z -30.88 

K z 29.92 

DE D z 95.20 

E z -104.30 

DH» D V 108.74 

H» V -119.13 

24 



TABLE IV (continued) 

Member End Axis Moment 

DI' D y 44.00 

I* y -44.00 

DJ D z -39.52 

J z 37.28 

EP E z 153.67 

F z -134.05 

EG* E V 175.84 

G1 V -153.43 

EH’ E y 70.00 

H* y -70.00 

El E z -59.60 

I z 54.40 

FH F z -76.60 

H z 87.81 

GE* G u 153.43 

E* u -175.84 

HD* H u 119.13 

D* u -108.74 

IC * I u 79.04 

o'- u -74.56 

JB* J u 61.76 

B* u -59.84 

KA* K u 56.00 

A’ u -56.00 
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When referred to -bending about the axis of the member, the 

relation becomes: 

Mn= JG (% - 0f) 
L 

where J — polar moment of inertia 

G = modulus of. elasticity in torsion 

©n = rotation in radians of near end about 

axis under consideration 

©f - rotation in radians of far end about 

axis under consideration. 

TABLE V - CONSTANTS USED IN SLOPE-DEFLECTION EQUATIONS 

Member 2EI 
L 

6g JG 
L 

30" 1,260,000 15,750 504,000 

16" 183,000 2,288 73,200 

14“ 121,000 1,513 48,400 

8" hor. 26,425 330 10,570 

8" diag. 18,688 165 7,:475 

If a structure or a loading system which was not sym¬ 

metrical had been assumed, or if it were necessary or desir¬ 

able to solve the problem in its general form, it can be. 

seen that there would be 60 unknowns since there are rota¬ 

tions about three axes at 20 joints. However, because of the 

symmetry of the structure and the loading 

®bz = ®b'z, ®by = "®b*y an<i ®bx = ®b’x. 
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Therefore, in this particular case, there are only thirty un¬ 

knowns ■. 

In writing the slope-deflection equations, it has been 

found most convenient to \-/rite the equations for all..members._ 

at a joint and then t-o proceed to the next joint. Using this 

procedure, the equations were -written as shown below. ( The 

writing of these equations can be facilitated by use of the 

constants shown in Table V. ) 

JOINT A 

1. Mab = FEMab . 2Et? (20ab + ®ba - 3AZ) 
a z L z z —f—■ 

= 105.00 - g_.x.,30000 x 5040 (28ab + ©t, - 5x0.173) 240 z z 240 

= 2829.75 - 1,260,000 6ba 
z 

2« Maby = (®aby “ ebay) 

' = -10080 x 12000 (-©ba ) ' 
2^o y. 

= 504,000 eba 
y 

3• Mabx = -2EI (2©abv. + ©ba„ — 3A ) 
L x x L 

— —1,260,000 ©jjg 

4. Mak'u= 7475 ©k^ 

5* Mak»v= 91.83 — 18688 ©if'a 

6- Mak’x=-5-°4 - 18688 

JOINT B 

Mbaz = 2619.75 - 2,520,000 ©t,^. 

8- Mbay = -504,000 0^ 

9* Mbax= -2,520,000 ©bax 

10• Mbcz = 677.47 - 366,000 &b0z - 183,000 ©cb 
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11. Mbcy = -<]
 

o
 

o
 

(6bcy" 
6Cby } Y 

12. “bcx - -366,00C 1 ebcx 
-183j000 9 

13. “bkz 
= 21.80 - •52,850 6bkz “ 26,425 6 'kbz 

14. “bky = -52,850 0bky -26,425 0kby 

15.- “bkx 
= -10,570 (0bkx ‘ 6b:bx

) 

16. Mbk’z = •-10,570 (0bk’z - ®k'ba 
) 

17. Mbk'y = 42.53 - •52,850 ®bk'y -26,425 0k'by 

18. “bk'x = 4.28 •52,850 ®bk'x 
-26,425 ®k'bx 

19. MbJ’u = -7,475 - eJ,bu
) 

20. “bj'v = 110.39 -37,376 1 ebj'v- 
18,688 Vby 

21. MbJ'x = -1.99 -37,376 6bJ,x- 18,688 
®J'bx 

• 
OJ 
CV1 “bla = -3.22 -37,376 eblz 

23. »bl8 = -7,475 ®bia 

24. «blt = -37,376 0blt 

25. Kobjj = 

26. Moby = 

27* = 

28« Mcd^ = 

29.. Mcdy = 

30. Mcd = 
, A 

31- “cj,, = 

32. Mo-jy = 

35- “cjx = 

34. Mej.z = 

35. H.j.y= 

36- “c j*x= 

JOINT cr 

555.87 -366,000 eobz - 183,000 6b0z 

-73,200 (eoby- %0y): 

-366,000 eobx- 183,000 e,^- 

760.81 -366,000 6.a -183,000 6da, uu,2i 
-73,200 ( 60dy- ed0,y ) 

-366,000 0cd -183,000 'edc, 
X X 

48.56 -52,850 6Cj -26,425 

-52,850 6=Jy -26,425 C
D

 
C

-J
. o <<!

 

-10,570 
<^x ' 

C
D

 
C

_j
* O 

-10,57P (%JV ■ ®j'°a
) , 

44.69 -52,850 
e°3’y 

-26,425 ejl<Ey 

11.03 -52,850 e°3'x 
-26,425 
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37. Moi'u = -7,475 (6ci» - 
°-L u x Uu 

) 

38. «=iV = 126.93 -37,376 ©ci»v -18,688 ©. 1 c-y 
39. = 2.32 -37,376 6ci« 

X 
-18,688 ei'«-x 

4-0. = 9.10 -37,376 0ck Z 
-18,688 

*kaz 
41. M

=*B 

= -7,475 (eoka- ek0a) , 

42. Mckt 
=-37,376 0ck -18,688 

u 
ekct 

JOINT D 

43. %0z 
= 607.21 -366,000 ©dc 

Z 
-183,000 eodz 

44. Mdc^ = -75,200 (ed - eod) 
y y y 

45. Md0X 
= -366,000 edc -183,000 ecd 

X X 

46. 
"to, 

= 536.85 -242,000 ©de uoz 
-121,( 300 

47. Mdey 
= -48,400 (edey- eedy) 

48. Mdex 
=-242,000 ©de^ -121,000 ©edx 

49. = 62.76 -52,850 ©di -26,425 

50. Mdiy 
=-52,850 edi -26,425 

y 
51. Mdix 

= -10,570 (edlx- eldx) 

52. Mdi'z 
= -10,570 (6di'z- 

ei'a 

53. %i-y = 49.6 -52,850 edit UX y 
-26,425 Sl'dy 

54. “di-x 
= 16.45 - 52,850 edl, 

X 
-26,425 eildx 

55. Mto'u 
= -7,475 (edh,u . ©htdu) 

56. Mdh’y 
= 157.48 -37,376 6dht -18,688 

57. «dh>x 
= 7.28 -37,376 - 18,688 6h'dx 

58. = 12.02 -37,376 6dJ -18,688 
®3dz 

59. Maj0 
= -7,475 (ed3s- 0^) 

• 
o
 

VO = -37,376 ©dJt -18,688 Qi*t 
JOINT E 

61. V, = 337.35 -242,000 ©ed z 
-121, 000 0£@ 

* z 
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62. M®ay = 

0
 

&
 

00 
«5fr 1 

(0®ay ‘ 

CD
 

e*
 

CD
 

63- Medx = -242,000 1 ®edx 
-121,000 ed@x 

64. Mefz = 524.23 -242,000 egtz -121,000 0fei 
4 

65. «efy = -48,400 (eefy- 
9W 

66. Mefx = -242,000 
' ®efx 

-121,000 efSx 

67. Mehz 
= 69.70 - 52,850 0©hz . -26,425 6hez 

68. Mehy = ' -52,850 e9by - 26,425 ®hey 

69. Mehx = -10,570 ^eehx - ehex) 

70. Meh,
z= -10,570 (eeh‘z - Gh'ez 

) 

71. Meh»y= 71 -52, 850 6eh , -26,425 Vey 

72. Meh'x= 20.58 - •52,850 seh'x 
-26,425 eh.8x 

73. MeSu= -7,475 (eegV e s'eu> 

74. M-ag. 1 = eS V 
214.50 -37,376 ©PEE * e5 v -18,688 0gig^ 

75. Mes'x= 7.65 - •37,376 ees’x 
-18,688 eg.Sx 

76. “eiz = -4.59 - 37,376 Gelz 
-18,688 elez 

77. «els = -7,475 <eeis~ 0les) 

78. “elt = -37,376 eelt 
-18,688 eiet 

JOINT P 

79. %ez = 236.51 • - 242,ooo ef6z -121,000 eef i * 

80. 
“fsy = 

-48,400 (0fey ' 
0efy) 

81. “fex - -242,000 
' 0feX 

-121,000 eefx 

82. “fSz = 70.69 -52,850 6fgz -26,425 ®gfz 

83. %6y = -52,850 ®f By -26,425 ®6fy 

00
 

4>
 

• MfSx = -10,570 (6fSx - 

00
 

ui
 

“fs'z= -10,570 
^Gfs‘z - 0S'fz ) 

86. 
“fS'y= -3.63 -52,850 

SfB'y 
—26,425 6rr »-f 

o *7 
87. “fS’x= 21.64 -52,850 0fS'x -26,425 e_,f B xx 
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88. 
89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 
95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 
101. 
102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 
107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 
111. 
112. 

Mfh2 = **24.89 “57,376 efhz -18,688’6^ 
Mfhg = “7,475 (0fhs “ ©hfg) 

Mfht = “37,376 ©fhfc -18,688 ©^ 

JOINT. & 

Msfz = 70.69 -52,850 ©gfz -26,425 ©fg2 . 

MSfy = “52,850 ©gfy -26,425 efgy 

%rx = -10,570 (egfx- ef6x) • 

Mgf.z= -10,570 (esf«z- ef.6z) 

%fV= 5.63 -52,850 ©gf»y -26,425 ©f*Sy 

Mgf«x= 21.64 - 52,850 0gf»x -26,425 6ffgx * 

M6h2 = 215*34 -242,000 0ghz -121,000 ©^ 

MShy =“48,400 (eghy- ©^y) 

%1X = “242,000 eghx -121,000 

MSe'v = *^75 ( 6&e \ ~ ee 'gv) 
MSe‘u

= 137•18 -37,376 ©ge«u -18,688 ©e.gu 

M
Se‘x= 7.28 -37,376 ©ge.x -18,688 ©e,gx 

JOINT H 

^h&z = 503.06 -242,000 ©hgz -121,000 eghz 

Mhgy =-48,400 (©hgy -e6hy) . 

Mbsx = “242,000 ©hgx -121,000 

Mjiiz = 316.18 -242,000 ©^z -121,000 %.h 

Mhiy = -48,400 (©hiy " Giliyj 

Mhlx = -242,000 ©j^ -121,000 ©lhx 

Mhez = 69-70 -52,850 -26,425 eeha 

Mhey = -52,850 Hfey -26,425 9ehy 

Mhex = -10,570 (e^ - ©eh-,) 
Mhe'z 

= -10,57© (©h©'z -®©'hz) 
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113. it 2 
&

 69 -52,850 %e.y -26,,425 ee,hy 

114. Mhe'x = 20.58 -52,850 She- . -26,425 6e,h 

115- »W'T = -7,475 (®hd'T - ed'hv) 

116. Mhd‘u = 70.39 -37,376 -18,688 ea,Hu 

117. %d*x = 5.44 -37,376 e^ix -18,688 

118. = 139.52 -37,376 %fz -18,688 6^ 

119. %fa = • -7,475 1 l®hfB - ) 

120. %ft = -37,376 %ft -18,688 

JOINT I 

121. %hz = 515.68 -242,000 6^ -121,000 
Z ! 

122. %hy = -48,400 (®Lhy " %lly) 

123. %hx = -242,000 ©^ -121,000 ©^ 

124. Hi3z = 563.75 -366,000 ejj -183,000 eJlz 

125. Mi,y = -73,200 Old - eji J 

126. -366,000 ©ij3x -183,000 ©Jix. 

127. Midz = 62.76 -52,850 eldz -26,425 ©diz 

128. £
 

v
f II -52,850 ©idy -26,425 ©diy 

129. Midx = -10,570 (0idx- edix) 

130. Mid‘z = -10,570 (®id*z - ed'iz) 

131. Mid*y= 38.38 -52,850 ©ld«y -26,425 ©d«iy 

132. Mid*x = 16.45 -52,850 ©id*x -26,425 ©d«ix 

133. MlcV = -7,475 (Qlc'v ~ ec’iv) 

134. MioV = 26.67 -37,376 ©ic»u -18,688 ©c.iu 

135. Mi=>x = 2.32 -37,376 ©iptx -18,688 ©c.lx 

136. Mlea = 109.41 -37,376 ©lez -18,688 ©eiz 

137. Hi®, - -7,475 CD 
•H

 
0

 
CD 1 CD 
0

 

CD 

138. 
“let = 

-37,376 ©iet -18,688 ©eit 
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JOINT J 

139. 

140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

148. 

149. 

150.. 

151. 

152. 
153. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

157. 

158. 
159. 

160. 
161. 

162. 

163. 

Mjiz = 717.35 -366,000' ©Jiz -183,000 ©j.^ 

Mjiy = -75,200 <ejiy- el3y) 

Mjix = -366,000 ejix -183,000 6^ 

Mjkz = 537.57 -366,000 eJkz .183,000 6^ 

Mjky = -73,200 <eJky- etjy) 

MJoz ’ 

MjOy 

MJ°x 
MJ°'Z 

Mjo'y 

M3°'x 
Mjb'v 

Mjb'u 

Mjb'x 

M3az 

M33g 

M34t 

-366,000 6Jkx -183;000 

48.56 -52,850 ej0z -26,425 e0jz 

-52,850 e3o.y -26,425 e0jy 

-10,570 (e3ox - e0jx ) 

-10,570 (ej0tz - e0'jz) . 

20.91 -52,850 ej0i -26,425 e0t, 
V ■ V 

11.07 -52,850 ejp«x 26,425 ©c'jx 

-7,475 (ejb»v. -©b«^ ) 

11.21 -37,376 Ojb‘u -18,688 ©b'Ju 

1.97 -37,376 ©jb«x -18,688 ©t,.^ 

88.82 -37,376 ©j^ -18,688 ©djz 

-7,475 (ejds - ©djg) 

-37,376 ©^ -18,688 edJt '. 

JOINT K 

MkJz = 659.16 -366,000 %;jz -183,000 e^z 

Mkjy = -73,200 (©^ - ©jky) 

mx. = -366,000 ©kjx -183,000 ©^ 

Mkl = 3312.75 -2,520,000 ©tit z z 

Mkly = -504,000 OjOy 

Mklx = -2,520,000 ©kl^ 

= 21.80 -52,850 ©kb -26,425 ©fak^ 
Z . Z ZI 
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164. i II -52,850 ejsby -26,425 ebky 

165. 
x ■ 

-10,570 (6^ - ) 
X X 

166.’ 
*kbV= -10,570 (etb'z - 

167. II 

£
 13.47 -52,850 ©kb«y -26,425 

168. Mkb»x = 4.29 -52,850 ekb»x -26,425 Qh^x 
169. Mka

J
v = -7,475 (e^) 

170. II o3 

a? 20.15 -37,376 6^ 

171. Mka-X = -3.10 -37,376 

172. Mkoz_ = 69.90 -37,376 6^ -18,688 ec)%; 

173. »ko3„, = -7,475 (e^ - e0l%) 

174. Mke$ = -37,376 ^ -18,688 eokt 

JOINT L 

175. Mll% = 3522.75 -1,260,000 6^ 
176. 

= 
504,000 6^ 

177. = 1,260,000 ©kix 

178. II 

/
 

52.78 -18,688 6^ 

179. II -7,475 (-eba*.). 

180. Mlbfc = -18,688 

Determination of the above moment equations will.effect 

a .solution to the problem.of this study. This required that 

the independent variables, the joint rotation components, be 

calculated, and in order to accomplish this certain relations 

between these rotation components had to be found. 

Of primary importance was the relation between the 

various rotations about a given axis at each joint, i.e., 

between rotations such as ®ba;. ®bo„> ®bk„> ®t0- ®y the 
z z z 

nature of the connections used in a structure of this 
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type, l.e., rigidly welded, it can be assumed that the angle 

between members meeting at" a joint does not change as the 

joint rotates • Prom "this it can be seen that 

ebaz - ©bc-z = ©bkz = ©bz 

and similarly 

ebZy = ©bc^. = ©bky = ©by 

©ba* = ©bcx = ©bkx = ©b* 

It was also necessary to establish the relationship 

between rotations at different joints.and to effect a simul¬ 

taneous solution for-their values. The necessary relations 

were obtained by writing expressions for the equilibrium of 

all parts of the structure* The expressions used were those 

which indicated that the sum of the internal moments about 

any of the three-axes at every joint is equal to .zero. S.uch 

a procedure results in thirty equilibrium equations from 

which the thirty unknowns can be determined. 

In order to write these equilibrium equations, it was 

necessary to relate all the moment components to the same 

set of axes. The moment equations which were written.with 

respect to the auxiliary axes were resolved into moments 

acting about the x, y or z axis by use of the following 

compatability expressions: 

+y ©y = •707 (©t + ©s) 

+ S 
+t ©X = .707 <©t- ©s) 

©t = .707 <©y + ©x) 

/ +x ©s = .707 (©y - ex) 

and similarly 



707 M. 

Mx = 

M4 

M, 

707 

707' 

707 

(Mt 4 Mx) 

(Mt - Ms) 

(My 4 Mx) 

(My - Mx). 

For example, before writing 

setting out that£Mz 

determine the equation for M^j 

follows: 

©y = .707 (0V 4 ©u) 

©z = .707 (ev - ©u) 

©v = .707 .(©y4 ©z) 

©u = .707 (©y - 0Z) 

and similarly 

My = .707 (M + Mu) 
■ * 

Mz = .707 (Mv- Mu) 

Mv = .707 (My 4 Mz) 

Mu = .707 (My - Mz). 

the equilibrium equation 

it was necessary to 

This was accomplished as 

= 0 at Joint B, 

but 

.707 (Mbi, - Mbi, ) 
J v J u 

.707 (110.39 - 37,376 ©K - 18,688 ©4, • + 
Dv J v 

7,475 ©u - 7,475 ©i» ) 
uu J u 

78.05 - 26,425 ©h -13,212©., 4 5, 285 ©b 
uv J v u 

- 5,285 ©. 
J u 

®b .707 <®b 4 ©b ) 
V 

(®b 
y z 

) 
V = .707 

y 
0bZ 

ej' = J v 

.707 (ej , 4 
y 

ej- ) 
Z 

0 = 
J u 

.707 
y 

03’ 
) 

z. 
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therefore 

Mbj*z 
= 78,05 " 22,426 ebz - 14,950 6-by - 5,606 ©j»z 

-13,082 0j«y. 

The first of the simultaneous equations necessary for 

determining the rotation .cromponents was written by summing 

the moments acting about the z-axis at Joint B to zero, as 

follows: 

Mbaz 
+ Mbc-2 

+ Mbkz 
+ Mbk*z 

+ Mblz 
+ Mb,5*z =0. 

Substituting the previously written expressions for the mo¬ 

ment components gave 

339.35 - 3,009,222 ©bz - 183,000 ©Cz - 26,425 

+ 10,570 Gk»z -14,950 ©by -5,606 eyz - 13,082 ey7 

= 0. 

But it has been noted previously that 

©kz = ©k'z, ©Jz= ©J* z 
and eJy = -©jy. 

Use of these relations enabled the above equation to be re¬ 

written as 

3393.5 - 3,009,222 ©bz - 183,000 ©Cz -15,855 Q^z - 

14,950 ©by - 5,606 ©Ja + 13,082 ©jy = 0. 

In a similar manner the other 29 equations were written. The 

resulting equations are shown in Table VI. 

These were solved employing a Royal McBee LGrP 30 elec-, 

tronic- computer using a G-auss-Seidel iteration program. The 

results obtained are shown in Table VII. Substituting these 

values back into the equations for moments about the x, y or 

z axis gives the results shown in Table VIII. 

As an indication of the degree of accuracy obtained in 
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I TABLE VJ RESULTING SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS INDICATED M TABULATED COEFFICIENTS OF THETA AND THE EQUATION CONSTANTS i 
   *— —   =2=       —   - —~_     , ... . — 

Equation 

Number | % 
ecz 9cy 

ecx 
Jz 0d dy 

9ez ey 
ex 

9i‘z 
y X hz ! \ % \ r% ~ \ % % 

i -3,009,222 -14,950 -183,000 
— 

2 -14,950 -727,752 -14,950 73,200 

3 -14,950 -3,009,222 -183,000 

4 -183,000 -855,222 -14,950 -183,coo 
-5,606 13,082 

5 73,200 -14,950 -296,952 -14,950 73,200 
~1'\O02 5,606 

6 -183,000 -14,950 -855,222 -183,000 
-18,688 

7 -183,000 -731,222 -14,950 -121,000 
-5,606 13,082 -15,855 

8 73,200 -14,950 -272,152 -14,950 48,400 
-13,082 5,006 

9 -i8°,ooo -14,950 -731/222 -121,00c 
-18,688 -15,855 

10 -121,000 -607,222 -14,950 -121,000 -5,oOo 13,082 -15,855" -l8,638 
li 48,4oo -14,950 -247,352 -14,95C 48,400 -13,082 5,606 -5,606 -13,082 
:LE -121,000 -14,550 -607,222 -121,COO -18,688 -15,855 -13,082 -5,606 
13 -.121,000 -342,736 -15,855 -18,688 
14 48,400 -176,526 -14,950 -5,606 -13,082 
15 -121,000 -.1.4,950 -327,846 -15,855 -13,082 -5,606 
16 -5,606 -13,082 -15,855 -327,846 14,950 -121,000 

IV 13,082 5,606 14,950 -176,526 48,400 
18 -18,0O8 -15,855 -342,796 -121,000 
19 -5,606 -13,082 -15,655 -18,688 -121,000 -607,222 14,950 -121,000 
20 13,082 5,606 -5,606 -13,082 48,400 14,950 -247,352 -14,950 48,400 
21 -18,686 -15,855 -13,082 -5,6C6 -121,000 -/4,950 -607,222 -121, OCX) 
22 -5,606 -13,002 -15,855 -16,668 -121,000 -7'-1,222 14,950 
23 13,082 5,606 -5,606 -13,082 48,4oo 14,350 -272,152 -14,950 
2 k -18,688 -15,855 -13,082 -5,606 

-121,000 -14,950 -731,222 
25 -5,606 -13,082 -15,855 -18,638 

-183,00c- 
26 13,082 5,606 -5,606 -Is,082 73,200 
27 -18,688 -15,855 -13,082 -5,006 

-183, COO 
28 -15,855 -18,088 

29 -5,6c6 -13,082 

30 -15,855 -13,082 -5,006 

% °y 
ec 

©k Kx 
Right Hand 

Side 
Equation 

Number 

- 5,006 13,082 -15,855 -..,393.85 1 

-12,082 5,606 -42 0.58 2 

-18,688 -15,855 -2.29 3 

-15,855 -18,688 -1,4o4.08 4 

-5,606 -13,082 -134.43 5 

1 -15,855 -13,082 -5,<->o6 -H.35 6 

-18,688 -1,330.18 7 

-5,606 ■-13,082 -350.90 8 

-13,082 -5,6C6 -23-73 9 

-1,078.34 10 

-222.65 11 

i -28.23 .12 

-282.3I 13 

3.63 14 

- -21.64 3 5 
-I80.O4 16 

-100.62 17 
-?8.‘92 18 

-978.69 19 

-118.77 20 

-26.02 21 

-183,000 -1,232.74 

73,200 -57.24 23 

-183,000 -16.77 24 

-655,222 14,950 -183,000 -1,384.38 O r <4? 

14,950 -296,952 -14,950 73,200 -28.82 26 

-14,950 -355,222 -183,000 -13.04 27 

-183,000 -3,009,222 14,950 -4049.36 28 

73,200 14,950 -727,752 -14,950 -■-7.72 29 

  . ... . . 
-183,000 -14,950 -3,009,222 -1.19 30 



TABLE VII - CALCULATED JOINT ROTATION COMPONENTS 

Rotation Rotation Components in Radians 

z y X 

eb 0.0010488 ' 0.0001881 -0.0000003 

ec 0.0011671 0.0006004 • 0.0000018 

©d 0.0012328 0.0008153 0.0000087 

©e 0.0014055 0.0010254 0.0000015 

e£ 0.0002525 0.0002295 0.0000139 

eg 
0.0000545 0.0009692 0.0000842 

©h 0.0013248 0.0009415 -0.0000018 

ei 0.0011327 0.0005817 -0.0000043 

0.0010524 0.0003506 -0.0000021 

ek 0.0012692 0.0000946 -0.0000029 
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TABLE VILi -CALCULATED MOMENT COMPONENTS 

Moment Moment Components in Kip-inches 

z y X 

**ab 1508.49 94.80 0.38 

^ak' 33.70 23.51 -2.98 

Mba -23.20 -94.80 0.76 

^bc 80.03 30.18 -0.22 

Mbk -67.17 -12.44 -0.03 

Mbk' 2.33 35.09 4.38 

MbJ« 50.41 46.35 -2.02 

%L -42.42 -4.22 -2.80 

Mcb -63.22 -30.18 -0.61 

Mc* 108.05 15.73 -2.25 

-40.93 -40.99 -0.04 

McJ‘ -1.21 22.22 10.99 

Mc.i* 55.85 47.27 2.33 

Mck -58.24 -13.98 -10.24 

Mdc -57.57 -15.73 -3.51 

Mde 68.44 10.16 -2.29 

Mdi' -32.32 -58.46 -0.14 

Mdi* -1.05 21.88 16.10 

*W 76.39 62.58 6.98 

Mdj -53.73 -20.35 -16.97 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 

Moment Moment Components in K3 Lp-inches 

z .7 X 

Med -151.95 -10.16 -1.41 

Mef 153.55 -38.52 -2.04 

Meh -39.59 -79.07 -0.03 

Meh' -0.85 41.69 20.55 

^eg' 117.17 112.36 6.02 

Mei -78.29 -26.22 -22.95 

«fe 5.33 38.52 -3.54 

Mfg 55.91 -37.74 0..74 

Mf g1 -2.09 9.85 18.69 

Mfh -59.09 -10.62 -16.05 

Mgh 41.85 -1.34 -20.16 

Mgf 61.14 -57.28 -0.74 

Mgf1 2.09 -41.53 16.82 

Mge* -105.01 100.20 4.10 

Mhg 175.87 1.34 -9.75 

“hi -141.48 -17.41 0.96 

%e -37.46 -76.86 0.03 

Mhe‘ 0.85 46.34 20.64 

Mhd» -82.98 69.17 5.35 

Mhf 85.28 -22.55 -17.12 
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TABLEVIII (continued) 

Moment Moment Components in Kip-inches 

z y X 

MLh. 81.27 17.41 1.26 

HLj" -43.41 -16.92 1.95 

Mid -29.68 -52.28 0.14 

Mid* 1.06 29.18 16.45 

Mic-:1 -49.95 41.38 2.45 

Mie' 40.80 -18.76 -22.02 

Mji 124.89 16.92 1.56 

Mjk -79.87 -18.74 1.30 

Mj<r -37-90 -34.40 0.04 

Mjc* ■ 
1.21 18.25 11.13 

Mjb* -34.62 30.56 2.06 

Mjd 26.45 •*12.51 -15.91 

Ifcj 2.04 18.74 1.44 

Hci 114.37 -47.68 7.31 

Mfcb. -72.99 -9.97 0.03 

%b' -2.33 13.44 4.45 

Uca* -41.30 31.10 -2.99 

Mcc 0.65 -5.47 -9.20 

Mlk 1923.56 46.78 3.65 

*Ufc 33.18 -1.05 -2.46 
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the solution of the 30 simultaneous equations, the summation 

of moments about the three axes at Joint B is shown below*- 

t Mz 
- 23.20 + 80.03 - 67.17 + 2.33 + 50.41 - 42.42 = 

0.02,,k 

2 My 

-94.80 + 30.18 - 12.44 + 35.09 + 46.35 - 4.22 = 
»\r 

0.16 K 

SMX 

0.76 - 0.22 - 0.03 + 4.38 - a.02 - 2.81 = o.o6"k 

In order to calculate the reactions of the restrained 

beams, it was necessary to use the moments tabulated in . 

Table VIII and IX. In the case of the diagonals in the 

planes AFG-'L’ and IGF'A1 it was necessary to determine the 

value of the moments acting about the u and v axes. This 

was done by use of the compatability relations. For the 

member AK* the calculations are shown below: 

Mv = .707 (My +MZ) and Mu = .707 (My - Mz) 

therefore 

^akV = *7°7 (23•51+ 33.70) = 40.45 * 

%k*u 
= *7°7 ( 23*51 - 33.70) = -7.2o"k 

Similarly the results-shown in Table IX were determined. 

With the corresponding end moments applied to- free- 

bodies of all loaded members, the actual end reactions were 

determined by the principles of statics. The results of 

these computations are shown as joint loads in Figure 7 to¬ 

gether with the resulting axial stresses. 
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TABLE IX - CALCULATED MOMENT COMPONENTS FOR DIAGONAL MEMBERS 

Moment Moment Components ; in Kip-inches 

u V s t 

^ak' -7.20 40.45 

Mbj. -2.87 68.41 

Mci» -6.07 72.91 

Mdh’ -9.76 98.25 

Meg» -3.40 162.28 

Mge' 145.08 -3.40 

Mhd ’ 107.57 -9.76 

Mic ’ 64.57 -6.06 

Mjb ’ 46.08 -2.87 

Mka' 51.19 -7.20 

Mbl -1.00 -4.96 

Mck -2.64 -17.12 

Mdj -2.39 -26.39 

Mei -2.31 -34.76 

Mfh 3.84 -18.86 

Mhf -3.84 -28.04 

Mie 2.30 -28.83 

Mjd 2.41 -20.09 

Mkc 2.64 -10.37 

Mib 1.00 -2.48 
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The last step in the solution was to determine the in¬ 

terior-moment for all loaded members and to find the maxi¬ 

mum bending-moment" acting on the member. In all cases, the 

maximum moment acting on~a member was the largest end mo¬ 

ment. The interior moments were determined by plotting the 

simple beam moments and then superimposing the now known 

end moments. An example is shown in Figure 8e. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ANALYTICAL 
APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM 

One of the objectives of this study was to compare the 

results of a rigorous analysis of a rigid jointed space 

frame xvith the results of simplified and more commonly em¬ 

ployed analyses. Since in. common practice an anslysis is on 

the basis of a plane frame, the AFGL face of the space frame 

analyzed in Chapter III served as the basis of comparison 

with a corresponding plane frame. 

For purposes of this comparison, three simplified me¬ 

thods of solution were taken as representative of current 

design practice. These three.methods were: 

1. An analysis of the space frame as a series of pin 

jointed plane frames• 

2. An analysis in which assumed secondary moments 

were superimposed on axial stresses determined by Method 1. 

The size of the secondary moments was assumed to be equal 

to the moment acting on each member if it were a simplyr 

supported beam. 

3- An analysis similar to Method 2 except that the 

secondary moments were assumed to.have the same magnitude 

as the fixed-end moments which would act on each member if 

it were a rigidly supported beam. 

The results of the first method of analysis have been 
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determined previously and are shown in columns 1 through 3 

in Tables X and XI. 

The results of analyses based on the second and third 

methods are shown in Tables X and XI respectively. Similar¬ 

ly, the results of this study are shown in Table XII. 

In Table XIII a comparison of the axial stresses deter¬ 

mined for a pinned structure and a rigid structure is given. 

It can be seen that the axial stresses in the rigid jointed 

frame are generally smaller than their counterparts in the 

pin jointed frame. This is explained by consideration of 

the internal strain energy of each structure. In the former 

case, a portion of the internal strain energy is developed 

by bending of the members; whereas in the latter case, axial 

deformations account for all of the strain energy. 

The axial stresses in the pinned structure vary from 

slightly smaller to 69^ larger than the corresponding 

stresses in the rigid frame. However, the stresses are 

generally of the same order of magnitude,, and to use the 

larger stresses for design would not be excessivley conser¬ 

vative. 

A comparison of the maximum combined stresses in each 

member for each method of analysis is shown in Table XIV. 

Review of this table indicates that there is no apparent 

correlation between the actual results and those of the 

simplified analyses, nor is there any apparent method of 

predetermining the amount of error actually present. How¬ 

ever, it can be seen that the results of Method 2 are more 
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TABLE X - MAXIMUM COMBINED STRESSES AS DETERMINED FROM 
SIMPLIFIED METHOD NO. 2 

Member 
Axial 

Stress 
(kips) 

Unit 
Stress 
(ksi) 

S .B. 
Moment 
("k> 

Comb. 
Stress 
(ksi) 

AB 228.534 4.936 157.50 5.405 

BC 153.317 6.296 87.84 7.256 

BK 68.666 5.381' 0 5.381 

BL -106.356 -8.335 42.00 -10.048 

CD 91.186 3.745 115.68 5.009 

CJ 55.850 4.377 0 4.377 

CK -87.853 -6.885 43.92 -8.676 

DE 41.563 1.960 150.36 4.136 

DI 41.563 3.240 0 3.240 

DJ -70.167 -5.499 57.84 -7.858 

EF 8.373 0.395 224.64 3.646 

EH 20.669 1.620 0 1.620 

El -46.931 -3.678 85.91 -7.182 

FG 4.481 0.351 0 0.351 

FH -11.839 O.928 128.36 -6.I63 

GH 0 0 224.64 3.251 

HI -8.373 -0.395 150.36 -2.571 

IJ -41.563 -1.707 115.68 -2.971 

JK -91.186 -3.745 87.84 -4.705 

KL -153.317 -3.311 157.50 -3.780 
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TABLE XI - MAXIMUM COMBINED STRESSES AS DETERMINED 
FROM SIMPLIFIED METHOD NO. 3: 

Member 
Axial 

Stress 
(kips) 

Unit 
Stress 
(ksi) 

F .E. 
Moment 
C'k) 

Comb.. 
Stress 
(ksi) 

AB 228.534 4.936 105.00 5.249 

BC 153.317 6.296 61.76 6.971 

BK 68.666 5.381 0 5.381: 

BL -106.356 -8.335 28.00 -9.477 

CD 91.186 3.745 79.04 4.609' 

CJ 55.850 4.377 0 4.377 

CK -87.853 -6.885 30.88 -8.144 

DE 41.563 1.960 104.30 3.469 

DI 41.563 3.240 0 3.240 

DJ -70* 167 -5.499 39.52 -7.111 

EF 8.373 0.395 153.67 2.619 

EH 20.669 1.620 0 1.620 

El -46.931 -3.678 59.59 -6.108 

FG 4.481 0.351 0 0.351 

FH -11,839 -O.928 87.81 -4.509 

GH 0 0 153.67 2.224 

HI -8.373 -0.395 104.30 -1.904 

IJ -41.563 -1.707’ 79.04 -2,571 

JK -91.186 -3.745 61.76 -4.420 

KL -153.317 -3.311 105.00 -3.624 
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TABLE XII - MAXIMUM COMBINED STRESSES AS DETERMINED 
FROM SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD 

Member 
AXial 

Stress 
(kips) 

Unit 
Stress 
(ksi) 

Max.. 
Moment 

("k) 

Comb. 
Stress 
(ksi) 

AB 199.576 4.310 -1508.49 8..800 

BC 152.050 6.244 80.03 7.H9 

BET 60.984 4.779 72.99 7.756 

BL -77.491 -6.073 42.42 -7.803 

CD 88.750 3.645 108.05 4.826 

CJ 55.856 4.377 40.93 6.046 

CE¬ -88.770 -6.957 58.24 -9.332 

DE 39.867 1.880 151.95 4.079 

DIJ 41.383 3.243 32.32 4.561 

DJ -69.152 -5.419 53.73 -7.610 

EF 4.958 0.234 153.55 2.456 

EH 20.300 1.591 39.59 3.206 

El -48.473 -3.799 78.29 -6.992 

FG 3.520 0.276 61.14 2.769 

FH -8.625 .-0.676 85.28 -4.154 

GH 0.488 0.023 175.87 2.568 

HI -5.279 -0.249 141.48 -2.296 

IJ -40.125 -1.648 124.89 -3.013 

JK -89.078 -3.658 79.87 -4.530 

KL -152.590 -3.296 1956.74 -9.120 
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TABLE XIII - COMPARISON OF AXIAL STRESSES IN PIP JOINTEL 
AND RIGID JOINTED FRAME 

Member 
Pin Jointed RiRid Jointed 

tij
lh

cj
 

*s
 
b

 

Stress 

(kips) 

Unit 
Stress 
(ksi) 

Stress 

(kips) 

Unit 
Stress 
(ksi) 

AB 228.534 4.936 199.576 4.328 1*14' 

BC 153.317 6.296 152.050 6.244 1.01 

BE" 68.666 5.381 60.984 4.779 1.13 

BL -106.556 -8.335 -77.491 -6.073 1.37 

CD 91.186 3.745 88.750 3.645 1.03 

CJ 55.850 4.377 55.856 4.377 1.00 

CK -87.853 -6.885 -88.770 -6.957 0.99 

DE 41.563 1.960 39.867 1.880 1.04 

DII 41.343 3.240 41.383 3.243 1.00 

DJ -70.167 -5.499 -69.152 -5.419 1.01 

EF 8.373 0.395 4.958 0.234 1.69 

EH 20.669 1.620 20.300 1.590 1.02 

El -46.9311 -3.678 -48.473 -3.799 0.97 

FG 4.481 0.351 3.520 0.276 1.27 

FH -11.839 -0.928 -8.625; -O.676 1.37 

GH 0 0 0.488 0.023 - 

HI -8.373 -0.395 -5.279 -0.249 1.59 

IJ -41.563 -1.707 -40.125 -1.648 1.04 

JK -91.186 -3.745 -89.078 -3*658 1.03 

KL -153.317 -3.311 -152.590 -3.309 1.00 
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TABLE XIV - COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM UNIT STRESSES 
FROM EACH ANALYSIS 

Member 
PilE 

Jointed 
Pin Jointed 

plus 
S.B. Moments 

• Pin Jointed 
plus 

F.E. Moments 

Rigid 
Jointed 

AB 4.936 5.405 5.249 8.800 

BC 6.296 7.256 6.971 7.H9 

BK 5.381 5.381 5.381 7.756 

BL -8.335 -10.048 -9.477 -7.803 

CD 3.745 5^009 4.609 4.826 

CJ 4.377 4.377 4.377 6.046 

CK -6.885 -8.676 -8.144 -9.332 

DE 1.960 4.136 3.469 4.079 

DI 3.240 3.240 3.240 4.561 

DJ -5.499 -7.858 -7.111 -7.610 

EF 0.395 3.646 2.619 2.456 

EH 1.620 1.620 1.620 3.206 

El -3.678 -7.182 -6.108 -6.992 

FG 0.351 0.351 , 0.351 2.769 

FH -0.928 -6.163 -4.509 -4.154 

GH 0 3.251 2.224 2.568 

HI -0.395 -2.571 -1.904 -2.296 

IJ -1.707 -2.971 -2.571 -3 *013 

JK -3.745 -4.705 -4.420 -4.530 

KL -3.311 -3.780 -3.624 -9.120 



conservative and somewhat closer to the results of the solu¬ 

tion of Chapter III than are those of Method 3» 

For members such as BK, CJ, DI, EH and FG, which are 

parallel to the line of action of the external load, neither 

simplified method of analysis makes allowance for secondary 

stresses and the stresses in these members are equal in all 

three simplified analyses. Table XIV -indicates that the 

actual stresses in these members vary from approximately 

40$, in the bottom three members* to 670^, in the top mem¬ 

ber, greater than the assumed stresses. 

In addition to the normal stresses indicated in Table 

XIV, each member of the frame is acted upon by torsional 

shearing stresses as shown in Table VIII. This effect is 

generally neglected In the simplified analyses since there 

is no readily available method of assuming its magnitude. 

As was stated in Chapter I, the errors introduced by 

neglecting-secondary stresses in a structure such as the 

one shown in Figure 1 are relatively large. This is empha¬ 

sized by comparison of columns 2 and 5 of Table XIV where 

it can be seen that the actual results are from 15% ter 600% 

-larger than the assumed stresses. An analysis which ne¬ 

glected these differences would be seriously deficient and 

unrealistic. 

It should be mentioned that the above comparisons apply 

only to the structure shown in Figure 1 when subjected to a 

lateral load of the type shown in Figure 2. If the structure 

under consideration were a portion of a larger structure, as 
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was assumed in Chapter III, or if if were a structure such 

as a ship mooring dolphin subjected to concentrated loads, 

these comparisons would not be applicable. In the former 

case, lateral loads on other portions of the structures such, 

as wind on the derrick and a wave force- on the. conductor 

pipe, would aot as a concentrated.lateral loads applied at 

the top of each leg of the platform* These effects would. 

cause an increase in the actual secondary stresses but would 

not be reflected in the assumed secondary stresses* This 

indicates why simplified methods of analysis must be used with 

caution* 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this study indicate that the ..method of 

analysis recommended in Ghapter III Is a practical -means of 

analyzing rigorously a complex space frame. Its use will 

permit -designers to take into account -factorswhich were 

previously ignored .or approximated. Although this. study 

covered only one portion of a larger problem, the ...modified: 

slope-deflection method of ..analysis, was ..demonstrated to be 

-a...workable procedure, well suited to-the .needs of engineers. 

In Chapter I it was stated that secondary stresses in 

a space frame of the type used in offshore drilling opera¬ 

tions might be relatively large and worthy of consideration. 

That this Is true can be seen from the data presentad-in 

Chapters III and IV. It should also be.noted.that secondary 

stresses are present in all members of the space flame where- 

as their- presence was neglected in-certain members i In each 

of the simplified methods of analysis used in Ghapter IV. 

Because the loading used in this study was ..not complete, 

the stresses tabulated in these chapters are not large as 

compared to allowable design stresses« However; since it 

is common practice to use an allowable stress of 26,600 psi 

in the design of members subjected to pulsating or short 

term loads, such as wind or wave loads, instead of the nor¬ 

mally specified allowable stress of 20,000 psi, any increase 
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of the actual stresses over those assumed for design would 

be significant because of the decreased factor of safety 

relative to the yield strength of the members. In view of- 

this, it may be worthwhile to review the practice of using 

the increased allowable stress for designs based on the 

simplified methods of analysis. 

Two additional factors are apparent from a review of 

the data shown in Chapters III and IV.. As might reasonably 

be expected, the moments acting about an axis which is paral¬ 

lel to the line-of-action of the.lateral force, the x-axis 

in this case, are generally small and their neglect is jus¬ 

tifiable. 

The second factor is that every.member in the frame is 

subjected to torsional moments. The torsional shearing 

stresses resulting from these moments should be combined 

with the normal shearing stresses when the shearing strength 

of individual members is being considered. 

An interesting by-product•of this study was the reali¬ 

zation of the impact electronic computers may have on 

structural analysis. The increased use of computers will 

allow more detailed analysis of structures with greater em¬ 

phasis on details which are now not fully Investigated in 

normal practice. It may also result in the increased use of 

classical methods of analysis such as slope-deflection. 

An electronic computer was used to solve 30 simultaneous 

equations as part of the problem presented in Chapter III«i 

With proper programming it may be possible to greatly slmpli- 
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fy the work necessary to solve such a problem, allowing much 

of the computation to be done electronically. Further inves¬ 

tigation along these lines may prove to be worthwhile. 

This study has been a first step in an attempt to shed 

light on current design practices for frames of this type. 

This step has shown something of the nature of the secondary 

stresses in such a structure as well as indicating a method 

which could be employed in further study of the problem. An 

extension of the work started here will be necessary before 

a complete analysis or criticism of current design practices 

can be made properly. 

Among those items which will require further study are 

the boundary conditions to be assumed for analysis, the load¬ 

ing of the frame, and the component parts, if any, which may 

be analyzed independently. 

The columns of the frame shown in Figure 1 were assumed 

to be fixed at the mud lln§, a limiting case of the actual 

problem, for purposes of the numerical example. A similar 

solution assuming the columns to be pinned at the mud line, 

the other limiting case, would prove to be enlightening since 

the actual boundary conditions necessarily lie somewhere be¬ 

tween these limits. Additionally an analysis assuming a more 

realistic boundary condition should be made. There are sev¬ 

eral reasonable approximations which describe what is believed 

to be the actual boundary conditions, one of which could be 

used in conjunction with the procedure of Chapter III. 

A further study of the problem could take the form of 
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the problem presented in Chapter III with additional loads. 

These new loads could represent vertical deadloads due to the 

weight of the deck and the drilling equipment, and concentrat¬ 

ed lateral loads representing lateral forces transmitted 

through the deck from the derrick and the conductor pipes 

and the effect of the conductor pipe bracing framing into 

the template. However, it may be necessary to treat the 

entire structure as one unit in order to determine accurately 

the actual stresses present in each member. 

Another field of possible interest would be to determine 

how closely a plane frame analysis using slope-deflection 

approximates the results of the space frame analysis. The 

accuracy of this approximation would necessarily depend upon 

the relative stiffness of members of the space frame not. in 

the plane of the frame under consideration. In this case, 

i. e., the problem of Chapter III, it would seem reasonable 

to expect the results of the two analyses to be not too dif¬ 

ferent * 
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